"SOG started some 33 years ago in my apartment with a simple mission: To create innovative products that stand apart
from the pack. While SOG has grown, our commitment to that original mission has remained the same. Today, it's one of
my greatest satisfactions to receive letters from SOG enthusiasts the world over, expressing the fact that our products
have lived up to their highest standards. It inspires us to continue to build superior products that last... knives, tools and
gear that help you meet the challenges of a demanding world."
Born in 1955, Spencer Frazer was a creative kid with a great curiosity for how things worked. As he grew older while in
the Boy Scouts, he gained an affinity for knives and axes. But it wasn't until much later that this interest would be
channeled into actually creating knives and tools.
After attending UCLA as a math and science major, Spencer started his first company in the professional audio industry,
designing a whole new style of speaker system using aerodynamic horn lenses. Figuring out how to bring these to
market required learning many skills, including prototyping and ultimately building a manufacturing plant.
Spencer went on to work in the aerospace defense industry - in the Top Secret Black Projects Division - as an R&D
tool/die and model maker. He recalls, "I saw things there I still can't talk about. It was a great education and was
formative in showing me the diversity of using new material science” i.e. my love of carbon fiber.
At about that same time, while becoming involved in the modern art movement and meeting with top artists, Spencer
learned a lot about scale and color. “This honed my aesthetic sensibility and was foundational to being successful in
marrying function and form.” He went on to work in product development, creating toys and consumer products.
All these life experiences converged the moment Spencer saw his first Vietnam SOG Bowie: "The knife was magical in
how it looked and felt. You could sense the history at the same time as acknowledging the functional aspects of the
knife." That single knife spawned the birth of SOG Specialty Knives & Tools, Inc. His one goal: to reproduce the mystical
knife... the SOG Bowie. "We started our company by having to sell a one-knife line at the very high price of $169 retail!"
Customers proved us right and we started to develop a nice following”. The rest is history of a different kind.
Today, SOG is a true innovator in the knife industry. Having won many industry awards since, SOG was one of the first
companies to be synonymous with a high-tech modern image and was responsible (along with others) for the industry
moving in that direction.
"SOG was the first company to achieve many new feats in this industry," says Spencer. The Tomcat launched with a
Bowie style blade in a folder. With the Paratool, SOG became the second company ever to produce a folding multi-tool.
Other innovations included compound leverage in SOGs multi-tools; adjustable lock-on clips on folding knives; carbon
fiber handles, the Arc-Lock; use of exotic BG-42, an automatic opening multi-tool, and many other mechanical
inventions.
But those are just a few of the landmarks Spencer Frazer has helped SOG achieve. “Changing the world one product at a
time and helping people be fit for a greater purpose has been my most rewarding experience”. Today SF is still the CTO
of SOG and working for the future along with an incredible team of professionals.
SOG is distributed and sold throughout the world. Law enforcement specialists, military, hunters, outdoor enthusiasts,
industrial professionals, and everyday carry knife enthusiasts have come to rely on SOG in the most extreme conditions.
"We don't settle for ordinary," says Spencer. "We never did, and we never will."

1986 Hawaii: My first meeting with Bob Nanri (standing to my right) to discuss manufacturing in Seki, Japan.

1989: Our first SHOt show... with brown hair. Me and Jemmy Iwahara our Japanese agent for 30 years and friend. We

still work together.

He is extremely knowledgeable, especially in kitchen cutlery. Note: We built the SOG booth ourselves.

A.G. Russell introduced us to Lloyd Hale to make our prototypes of the Trident and SOG Bowie.
He is a legend and when I saw these knives, I knew we had something special.

The Sakai
Brothers are
some of the
best knife
makers in
Japan.
We have been
working with
them since the
early 90’s.
"SPENCERSAN"
I took many trips to Japan
enjoying Saki and to make sure that SOG
Knives were the best products possible.

Me and Jemmy Iwahara

These are boxes
needing to be
shipped from our
apartment in Santa
Monica, CA. There
were so many
boxes that you
couldn't get to the
kitchen.

Here is the SOG Bowie ad from the June 1987 Soldier of Fortune Magazine. We started a new company based on a knife
twice the cost of expensive knives. We were either crazy, lucky, or brilliant. I'm sure it was a combination of at least two."

Spencer states, "The SOG SPECIALTIES Team Leader was our first folder and turned out to be a disaster, but now is a
big collectible. Make your mistakes small is a good lesson in business. This was our biggest, but smallest mistake."

We learned from the Team Leader and came out with the Tomcat. It turned out to be one of the great folders in the knife
industry. In 1988 the Tomcat won the overall "Knife of the Year" at Blade show. I was so surprised that I didn’t know
what to say, but it put us on the map and ushered us into what would become one of the majors in the knife industry.

